Proposed law creates the "Maddie's Footprints" special prestige license plate.

Proposed law requires the secretary of the Department of Public Safety and Corrections to issue special prestige license plates, provided there is a minimum of 1000 applicants.

Proposed law provides that the office of motor vehicles will create the plate when their electronic vehicle and title registration system is updated.

Proposed law provides the design of the plate shall include the words "Maddie's Footprints".

Proposed law directs the department to collect the annual royalty fee and forward to the Maddie's Footprint nonprofit organization in Louisiana.

Effective August 1, 2022.

(Adds R.S. 47:463.214)

Summary of Amendments Adopted by Senate

Committee Amendments Proposed by Senate Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works to the original bill

1. Provides that the office of motor vehicles will create the plate when their electronic vehicle and title registration system is updated.